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ABSTRACT:Analyzing large data sets requires proper 
understanding of the data in advance. This would help domain 
experts to influence the data mining process and to properly 
evaluate the results of a data mining application. In this paper, 
we  introduce an algorithm to identify anomalies in the data.  
We also propose an approach to include the results of data 
characteristics checking in a data mining application. The 
application, reported in this paper, involves developing a 
disease model from gene expression data using machine 
learning techniques. We demonstrate how: (i) simple models 
can be generated from a large set of attributes and (ii) the 
structure of the models change, when potentially anomalous 
cases are removed. 
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1. INTRODUCTION: 
One of the key objectives of functional genomics is to take  
large data sets of biological data, micro-array or others, and 
elucidate functional interactions between elements in the 
entire pathway or network. With huge amounts of functional 
genomics data, this can be done through use of appropriate 
data mining techniques. Data mining is the process of 
discovering useful and ideally all previously unknown 
knowledge from historical or real-time data. Data mining in 
genomics may vary from the simple task of determining the 
relationships among a set of genes in a  genomics data set to 
modeling certain tasks, such as disease classification, for the 
purpose of diagnosis or treatment. Regardless of the 
application, data mining involves several iterative steps. 
These are: (i) data pre-processing, that involves preparation, 
selection and more importantly understanding data 
characteristics, (ii) data analysis, which is essentially a 
search for useful patterns of any form in the data, and finally 
(iii) post-processing which could vary from the complex task 
of model fusion to combining discovered knowledge with 
patient information. One of the key points we would like to 
emphasize in this paper is the crucial importance of 
understanding data characteristics. Modeling is the art of 
developing the best representation from a data set that 
reflects the structure and behaviour of the phenomena in the 
real world. Here, in our domain of functional genomics and 
disease modeling, our goal is to use human genomics data to 
build models for classification, prediction, diagnosis and 
future research. For example, a pathologist could use a 
model obtained from functional genomics data from a group 
of healthy and disease tissues to distinguish between the 
different forms or status of a disease for a group of 
undiagnosed patients.  Modeling involves understanding the 
domain, access to all sources of information (e.g. all the data 

that influences the process), and a clear objective of why we 
need a model and where it would be used. More importantly, 
to develop a useful model from a data set, one has to 
properly 
understand the contents of the data to be able to perform all 
forms of data preprocessing and properly direct the data 
analysis process to discover meaningful patterns to build 
models. In this paper, after a short review of some related 
work, we explain the problem on which we have worked. 
We will then elaborate our method, show the results and 
discuss what we have learned from these studies. 
 

2. RELATED WORK: 
Today, there are many papers related to data mining in  
different domains, including functional genomics. There are 
also numerous publications related to modeling using data 
mining techniques. However, there are only a limited 
number of papers related to data mining and functional 
genomics that also focus on disease modeling. Aris and 
Recce investigated techniques to improve the classification 
of micro-array data through the analysis of present versus 
absent cells in a certain group of selectively expressed genes. 
Their study showed that the presence or absence of 
expression of a subset of the most selective genes (among 
many) is sufficient to correctly classify a sample in disease 
studies. We introduced a multistep approach to gene function 
prediction to overcome with the limitations of clustering 
techniques. Their approach involved:  
(i) identifying a large set of clusters, assigning 
annotations and confidence values to each cluster using 
biological knowledge, 
(ii) selecting the most relevant clusters using annotation 
confidence values,  
(iii) evaluating the annotated genes, clusters and their 
functional predictions using visualization methods. The 
results were obviously quite subjective, as it may work 
differently for different data sets and the visualization results 
may be interpreted differently by different biologists.  
Golub developed a generic class discovery procedure to 
automatically distinguish between two classes of Leukemia 
from micro-array data. Their approach did not require any 
previous knowledge for classification. Their goal was to 
demonstrate the feasibility of cancer classification using 
gene expression monitoring and to develop a strategy for 
discovering and predicting future cases without using 
previous biological knowledge. And finally a review of some 
of the discrimination methods by Dudoit, Fridlyand and 
Speed  provide an overview of these techniques and their 
classification capabilities to analyze micro-array data.  
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3. STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM AND THE 
DATA: 

The problem discussed in this paper is how to properly 
model acute leukemia based on: acute lymphoblastic 
leukemia (ALL) and acute myeloid leukemia (AML). 
Correct diagnosis of these two diseases is critical for proper 
and successful medical treatments and patient monitoring. 
From a medical perspective, although these are both 
considered acute leukemia, different treatment procedures 
are advised for each. Furthermore, the chance of success for 
patients with myeloid is much higher than those with 
lymphoblastic. The effects of false positives (when a patient 
is really acute myeloid and is classified as lymphoblastic) 
and false negatives (when a patient is really lymphoblastic 
and is classified as acute myeloid) is sometimes drastic.  
In spite of several years of traditional progress in 
morphological and clinical studies, there are still many 
uncertainties in obtaining an accurate diagnosis. The process 
is also sometimes subjective and time consuming. 
Traditionally, several different clinical tests are required 
collectively to distinguish these two types of leukemia. 
Golub  tried to develop an approach to cancer classification 
based on gene expression profiles of thousands genes from 
patients. Similar approaches have been taken by other 
researchers. For example, Scherf  used micro-array data to 
assess gene expression profiles in 6 human cancer cell lines. 
The data used in this research comes from Golub , who 
obtained the two micro-array data sets from the two types of 
leukemia patients (AML and ALL) mentioned above. One 
data set contained expression levels of 6817 human genes 
from bone marrow samples of 38 patients (consisting of 27 
ALL and 11 AML), and is used for training a prediction 
model and for cross validation. The other was a similar 
collection of broader range (bone marrow and peripheral 
blood) of 34 different patient samples (consisting of 20 ALL 
and 14 AML) to be used for independent validation on the 
predictor built from the training set. Figure 1 shows the 
contents of our data that consists of a matrix containing p 
genes for n patients and an attribute vector containing n 
labels for all patients. 

 
The overall goal of our research reported here was  (i)how to 
find, among all these genes, the most informative genes that 
are highly related to the classification of ALL and AML, 
and(ii) a model (set of rules) consisting of one or more genes 
that contain a particular threshold to be used for accurate 
discrimination of one class of patients from the others. 
With a method of ‘neighborhood analysis”, Golub selected 
the most informative genes based on their correlations with 
distinction between AML and ALL. A class predictor was 

then built on the most informative genes, and the 
corresponding weights of those genes. An incoming case 
would be assigned to one of the winning classes (ALL or 
AML), based on votes by the informative genes and their 
weights. The vote was accepted if “prediction strength” 
computed from voting results was over a predefined 
threshold. Cross-validation (38 training samples) and 
application to 34 independent samples showed that their 
model and the predictor built from it are quite effective for 
this leukemia classification. 
 

4. Method: 
The prime objective of our research was first to identify all 
the hidden anomalous patterns in the data and then attempt 
to search for other useful information to build a model. We 
used our BioMiner data mining software system for this 
research. This software has been designed and built in house 
to provide support for biologists and bioinformaticians to 
perform data mining research in functional genomics. One of 
the key advantages of this software is that all forms of data 
pre-processing and data analysis functionalities are 
integrated into one environment. The pre-processing and 
data analysis modules consist of a collection of algorithms 
and tools to support data mining research activities in an 
interactive and iterative manner. 
The original data from Golub was first transposed to 
represent rows as patients and columns as genes, and 
formatted as required by BioMiner. The independent data set 
was then used as new cases for validation. 
First, the data preprocessing functionalities were applied to 
examine the data. This helped to obtain a general view of the 
data. It was also possible to identify abnormal or interesting 
characteristics, such as anomalies in Figure 2 shows the 
algorithm for data characteristics checking. The algorithm 
takes as input the number of dependencies, tolerance and 
type of data, all specified by the user. It then identifies and 
reports anomalies based on its own method of identifying the 
characteristics of all attribute vectors.  
The data characteristics checking algorithm identifies 
anomalies based on: 
(i) the number of dependencies selected (0-3), 
(ii) preferred tolerance, and  
(iii) the order of attributes (time-series or non-time-
series). Other powerful tools used in the data pre-processing 
layer of BioMiner used for this research were data 
visualization facilities that allow viewing the data in two or 
three-dimensional spaces.  
The data. 3-D virtual reality was also used in this study to 
validate the results of our data characteristics checking. This 
functionality maps high-dimensional objects (patients with 
thousands of genes) into a three-dimensional space. During 
the transformation, the information or underlying structure 
defined by the original attributes are maintained as much 
intact as possible. Therefore, characteristics of the data and 
relationships between objects described in the data could be 
studied spatially and intuitively. 
 
Algorithm mdca 
get depend [0..5] & tole [0..100] & attribute- order 
[t, wt], do 
if depend = 0 then check-distribution 
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if NORMAL-DISTRIBUTION then 
for column [1.. n] 
if column = symbolic then 
report low-freq based on tole 
else report outliers based on tolerance 
endif 
endfor 
endif 
else 
for column [1..n] 
if column = symbolic then 
apply symbolic-binning & report anomalies 
else apply numeric-binning & report anomalies 
endfor 
else 
for dependencies [1..3] 
for column [1..n] 
if column = symbolic then 
bins <- use symbolic-binning 
else bins <- use numeric-binning 
if attribute-order = time-series then 
apply layered-binning-permutation 
else apply layered-binning 
endif 
endfor 
endif 
endfor 
endif 
end 
Procdeure NORMAL-DISTRIBUTIUON 
for column [1..n] 
BS<- calculate Jaera-s 
if JBS > 6.6342456 then 
return false 
endif 
endfor 
return true 
end 
 
With a clear understanding of the data, acquired knowledge 
from preprocessing, and knowing that the data was labeled,  
we then initiated our search for patterns through the Pattern 
Recognition module in BioMiner. This module provides  
support for various forms of pattern recognition (through 
supervised techniques) such as  
(i) association, in which one can identify meaningful 
relationships betweencases/objects, (ii) discrimination, 
where one can distinguish objects of different classes, and  
(iii) prediction, in which one can develop models from 
historical data to predict future cases. 
There are several algorithms for discrimination, prediction 
and association that are mainly from WEKA . The 
algorithms are Decision Tree induction, Rule Learner, 
Knearest Neighbor Learner (KNN), Naïve Bayes Learner, 
and Majority Class. The last one is quite simple; it just 
assigns a new case to a class to which the majority of 
training set belongs. Decision trees and rule learners 
generate tree structures or rules directly for class 
assignments. “A decision tree can be used to classify a case 
by starting at the root of the tree and moving through it until 
a leaf is encountered”. Rules are in L->R formats, 

in which L represents attributes-based tests and R is a class. 
Rules could be derived from decision trees. KNN is based on 
the distances of new cases from the classes in the training 
set. Naïve Bayes Learner is a probabilistic  approach based 
on a Bayesian Network. All of these options provide 
statistics of testing on the training set so  that users can have 
clear pictures about how well their predictors (models) 
perform in cross-validation. For this study, the conventional 
and common one, decision tree is chosen for leukemia 
classification and prediction. 
The decision tree results in something like a biological 
classification tree with the important attributes, here genes, 
as branching nodes. Therefore, several genes are involved 
in each tree. To see the relative importance of other genes, 
the first computed genes were filtered out from the training 
set. The data was then reloaded into the Pattern Recognition 
module to compute the next decision tree that as expected 
reported the next most informative genes as nodes. If 
repeated for enough times, a relative ranking of all genes 
could be generated correlated with their ability to distinguish 
between AML and ALL. 
 

5. RESULTS: 
When the results from the data characteristics module were 
analyzed and displayed, two patients (p20 and p17) in the 
training data set and one (p64) in the independent data set 
were shown having many more anomalies compared to 
others (Figure 3 – a and b). 
We therefore decided to investigate this, as these results 
were quite important for our research. The anomalies were 
further validated through viewing the data in Virtual Reality 
(Figure 4 – a and b), The three patients with significantly 
more anomalies are labeled (p20, p17 and p64).  which 
shows the deviation of these three patients from the  main 
clouds of all other patients. 
 Note that in all of these figures patient numbers are not in  
any particular order and are simply reference numbers  
obtained from the original data set. 

 
Figure 3: Anomaly detection of the training (a), and the 
independent (b) data sets. Along X-axis are patients in these 
two data sets; and Y-axis represents the number of anomalies 
detected through data characteristics checking. 
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Figure 4: Virtual Reality representation of the training (a) 
and the independent (b) data sets. The three patients with 
many more anomalies are also labeled, i.e. p20, p17 and p64. 
Black balls represent AML and White balls correspond to 
ALL. 
 
The questions at this point were: 
 (i) Why are these patients so different from    others? 
(ii)Do they have significant  influence on building 
classification models? 
(iii)How do we build good models without loosing valuable 
information? 
 In the following section, some of the answers to these 
questions and our method of investigation are explained. 
Another observation is that no clear spatial separation 
between two types of acute leukemia patients, (ALL and 
AML) exists (Figure 4 – a and b). Even though there are 
many informative genes correlated with Leukemia class 
distinction, they may be overwhelmed by “noise” from all 
attributes that are relatively irrelevant to ALL and AML 
classification. The Virtual Reality facilities, as introduced 
above, preserve as much information as possible from all 
features. With all attributes preserved during transformation, 
this three dimensional representation reveals the difficulty in 
distinguishing the AML and ALL objects.  
Given all the above information about the contents of these 
data sets, a series of experiments were designed to 
investigate all possibilities for including and excluding the 
patients that showed anomalous patterns. The experiments, a 
summary of which is shown in Table 1, involved using one 
of the decision tree algorithms available in the BioMiner 
software. The results of each experiment consisted of one or 
more rules that contained four pieces of 

information:  
(i) one or more genes selected from among   all the genes 
listed in the data sets, 
 (ii) a threshold that applies to the intensity of this gene, 
(iii)the mathematical relationship, and 
 (iv)a confidence factor.  
Below is an example of one of these rules for this 
classification task.  
If x845637<=672 then ALL; 
                         Else AML 
In this rule, X845637 is the Accession number of the gene 
Zyxin that is related to cell adhesion and was also identified 
as one of the most informative genes for leukemia 
classification by Golub  and used in their classifier. This rule 
states that if the expression level of this gene is over 672, the 
patient is AML, otherwise ALL. The accuracy obtained for 
this model through cross validation,  was near 82%. It should 
be noted that this rule was generated with all 38 patients in 
the data set (without removing any patients with anomalies). 
When this rule was applied to the independent data set (i.e. 
new patients or cases not encountered before), it had over 
91% of success. In total, we ran 12 experiments the results of 
which are summarized in Table 1 (below). 
To answer some of the questions listed earlier, we can look 
at the results of the experiments given in Table 1, which 
shows: 
(i) when patient 20 was removed from the data set, the 
structure of the model remained the same and yet its 
accuracy was improved through cross-validation (from 
81.58% to 86.49%). This shows that patient 20 does not 
deviate the classification model much, if any at all, from the 
correct leukemia classification. 
(ii) when patient 17 was removed from the data set the 
structure of the model changed – a new gene was identified 
with a new threshold. This was with a slightly higher 
accuracy than the first two experiments in this column. 
(iii) when both patients 20 and 17 were removed, the results 
were similar to the previous experiment in which only 
patient 17 had been removed (same model was generated). 
The above two experiments show that patient 
17 may contain useful information for modeling ALL and 
AML. 
(iv) next group of 4 experiments involved evaluating 
previous generated models using independent data. The 
accuracies are given in the Table 1: 

 
 
Results of all experiments. The first column lists data sets 
used, second column lists genes, third and fourth are 
threshold and prediction. All accuracies are given on  the last 
three columns with original data set in column 5, 
independent on column 6 and independent (no p64) on last. 
column of New Cases. The model discovered in the first two 
experiments performed very well using independent data set 
with an accuracy of 
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91.18%. However, for the last two experiments in which 
patients 17 only or 20 and 17 together were removed, the 
accuracy was 79.41%. 
 (v) experiments related to removing the anomalous patient  
in the independent data set (p64) are listed in the last column 
of table 1 in which the results are similar to the previous 
group of experiments. The model generated from all patients 
and only patient 20 removed performed better than the other 
two experiments. 
 Looking at the results given in Table 1, the basic question 
still remains: Are these patients pathologically different from 
other leukemia patients in the original data set? One may 
also suggest that this is subject to further investigation or 
further lab experiments and analyses based on these 
observations. 
The modeling approach proposed by Golub involved 
choosing 50 genes for building predictors because they were 
computed as highly correlated with the distinction between 
ALL and AML. The accuracy reported  for their top 50 
genes was 95% for cross validation and only 85% on new 
cases. The better performance of  BioMiner’s predictor on 
new cases suggests that this   simple rule actually 
comprehends more generally the   concept of the distinction 
between ALL and AML. We also followed a similar 
approach and identified our top  50 genes. This was done 
though an iterative process of 
building models and continuously removing identified  genes 
until the top 50 genes were listed. This study is   outside of 
the scope of this paper and therefore we do not  report here. 
 

6. DISCUSSION: 
This paper presents an approach to disease modeling using  
data mining techniques and in particular use of anomaly   
detection and machine learning algorithms. The main 
objective of this study was to demonstrate that data mining  
requires proper understanding of the data. We demonstrated  
that understanding the data in advance would help in  
developing reliable models from gene expression data that 
could be used for classification and diagnosis. The basic  
idea was to obtain a clear picture of the data first before  
attempting to build a model. Our results showed that  
including or removing objects (e.g. patients in our case) that 
contain unusual number of anomalies may or may not affect 
the data mining process. Since the data comes from a 
medical application, the results justify the need for further 
investigation, as there may be significant pathological 
differences that were behind the entire process.  
The data used in this study is related to developing a model 
to distinguish between two types of leukemia, ALL and 
AML. We demonstrated how simple models with relatively 
high accuracy could be created from data sets that contain a 
small number of cases but consist of many attributes. In fact, 
our simple rules with one attribute, achieved an accuracy of 
80% or more. Finally, we hope the approach proposed in this 
paper can be fully automated in our BioMiner data mining 
software where a large number of experiments could be 
designed, performed and results presented automatically. 
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